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SIGPLAN Awards

- Programming Languages Achievement: Gordon Plotkin
- Programming Languages Software: LLVM/Chris Lattner
- Distinguished Service: Jack Davidson
- Outstanding Dissertation: Akash Lal & William Thies
- John Vlissides Award: Tudor Dumitras
- Most Influential Paper — PLDI: Bala, Duesterwald & Banerji
- Most Influential Paper — POPL: Cardelli & Gordon
- Most Influential Paper — ICFP: Wallace & Runciman
- Most Influential Paper — OOPSLA: Clarke, Potter & Noble

Nominations due 5 January 2011
Membership

Online membership — Professional $25
Online membership — Student $15
Print membership — Professional $110
Print membership — Student $85

Member Plus options

POPL Proceedings $16
PLDI Proceedings $16
ICFP Proceedings $16
OOPSLA/SPLASH Proceedings $16
Survey Results

1. Do you support increasing SIGPLAN Print Membership from $65 to $110 (US dollars), to align with the expenses of printing and postage? (SIGPLAN Online Membership will remain at $25.)

   Yes, I support the increase. 81.2%
   No, I oppose the increase. 18.8%

2. If you are already a member of SIGPLAN, please describe how you expect the change to affect your membership.

   I am already an online member. 46.5%
   I am currently a print member, and . . .
     . . . I will become an online member. 25.7%
     . . . I will remain a print member. 16.2%
     . . . I will not renew membership. 11.6%
The Future of POPL

- Extensive advance discussion on Types Forum.
- Two-phase proposal — little support.
- Accept more papers:
  - Accept around 33 papers — current status.
  - Accept around 50 papers — wide support.
  - Accept around 66 papers — little support.
- Parallel tracks — wide support (but less than for accepting 50 papers).
- To be taken as guidance to PC chair. Final decision rests with him and PC.
Major issues

Conferences vs. Journals

Online vs. Print Membership

Programming Languages in Education

Renovation of Splash
Comments?
Questions?
Concerns?